
Vibes butterfly drive replacement Quick asses your frame 

No drilling No screws.  Supplied  attachment to your frame : Super grade “stick” Velcro (3M)   
Ready :Transport “peel off” /“ Push back on” quick reassemble.

Top view existing 
drive pulleys on 
mine. You can 
just see the 
pulley below on 
the new drive. 
Just slide it to 
align 

Drive is suitable to replace traditional belt drive pulley systems already existing.
Like this: 



1.  Hopefully easy as this   Seek flat sides existing  on the top 
narrow end of your frame Just below existing drive pulleys  

Have you a flat  clear area   
in the middle of your frame 
min size 20 x 110 mm
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Example . Using free  pre  assessment trial kit : 
See the vertical line below your existing 
pulleys. Offer up the kit. 
In the green band = go The drive can be flipped 
180 deg. 

Available vertical flat side Here 

110 x 20mm ?

Or under here ( I didn’t have that 
frame supports in the way )  

The black area is  
Super Velcro.

So just peel and stick the Velcro to the surface 
on your frame  / Push the drive unit to locate. 



2. A little more challenging  Create your own simple adaptor plate

Existing fit 
plate of old 
drive.

Example Premier Vibes frame : View is frame inverted 
upside down Note bars on the bottom You can see the 
wheels on the top.  Old drive removed.

Simply make your own adaptor plate. 
Something like this Nothing fancy. Paint it 
if you like , hey no one is going to see it . 

Screw/glue 
whatever to this 
existing plate. Just 
makes a flat right 
angle surface  

Voila : Frame 
now right way up  
Notes on top  
Just stick/ Velcro 
the drive to your 
adaptor plate. Fit drive either 

side as you like 

The FREE Trial fit kit: Don’t want anyone to be disappointed. Using the simple representative kit will reasonably 
assure the drive unit will fit your frame. OR NOT.  Don’t want it back.
Free post to UK. Not making any money here: If your international then send me postal costs. Flat pack A4 size trial fit kit Roughly same postage cost as an A4  
certificate “ do not bend”. I will not refund you that cost If it turns out your frame is unsuitable.  Perhaps not a lot to lose  Good Vibes. Phil  


